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1. Introduction 

The Okanagan Indian Band (OKIB) is committed to creating a community that is prosperous, healthy and 

culturally vibrant. OKIB’s Chief and Council recognize that sustainable sources of revenue are required to 

achieve these objectives, and they have identified financial autonomy as one of OKIB’s strategic priorities 

for the next five years. The OKIB five-year strategic plan states that “OKIB will pursue economic 

opportunities that generate income for the benefit of the community and will establish structures 

to ensure the financial well-being of current and future generations.”  

The OKIB Group of Companies (OKIBGC) has been created to support OKIB in achieving this goal. The 

main purpose of OKIBGC is to pursue business opportunities that generate profit, which in turn can be 

used to advance the community’s social, cultural, environmental and economic goals including enhanced 

programs and services for OKIB members.   

Because OKIBGC ultimately exists to improve the lives of OKIB members, it is essential that OKIB’s 

business activities align with the community’s values and does not unintentionally detract from other 

important objectives including protection of the environment and OKIB’s ability exercise its inherent title 

and rights.  

It is important to note that, like all corporate entities, OKIBGC’s mandate is to generate profit for the 

benefit of its shareholders (which is OKIB). And while business revenue is very important, it is not the only 

goal in terms of Community Economic Development which is a broader mandate. However, generating 

revenue is the most urgent priority at this time, as it will enable investments in other important economic 

development objectives such as employment, training, entrepreneurial support, etc.   

OKIB and OKIBGC have entered into a Governance and Fiscal Agreement (GFA) that sets out a number 

of requirements to ensure that all business ventures align with the community’s values and priorities. One 

of these requirements is the development of this Community Economic Development Plan (Plan). Urban 

Systems Ltd. was retained by OKIB to work with the Economic Development Committee (EDC) to 

develop this Plan.  

1.1 Purpose of Plan 

This Plan serves three main purposes. The first purpose is to document the community’s values and 

goals in relation to economic development. These values and goals will serve as a compass to OKIBGC 

in knowing which types of business opportunities to pursue and which to avoid.    

The second purpose is to ensure OKIB and OKIBGC are working collaboratively to advance the 

community’s economic development interests.  A process has been developed to help ensure OKIBGC is 

made aware of business opportunities arising through OKIB, and OKIB is kept apprised of OKIBGC’s 

business activities to ensure there is alignment with other priorities and projects being pursued by the 

Band.   
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The third purpose of this Plan is to document how the community will be kept informed of, and provide 

input to, OKIB’s economic and business activities.   

It is also important to note that this Plan does not identify specific business opportunities being explored 

or pursued by OKIBGC as that information is contained in a separate business plan being developed by 

OKIBGC’s Holding Board.   

1.2 Scope and Methodology 

OKIB’s Request for Proposals identified the following project goals: 

“The goal and priority of the Community Economic Development plan is to 

engage the OKIB community members to determine areas of interest for 

sustainable economic development.  

The purpose is to collect statistical data to assist leadership and senior 

management to make informed decisions that reflect the desired outcomes of 

the community.”  

The development of the Plan was led by the OKIB Economic Development Committee (EDC) which is 

comprised of representatives from OKIB Council, Administration, Lands Department, Territorial 

Stewardship Division, and the OKIB Group of Companies. A list of Committee members is attached in 

Appendix A. The OKIB Group of Companies managed the project on behalf of OKIB.   

The Plan was developed in three phases as shown below. 

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 

 

COMMUNITY ENAGEMENT AND 

DATA COLLECTION 

 

DATA ANALYSIS AND 

OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION 

 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

PLANNING AND REPORTING 

 

  

AUGUST – OCTOBER NOVEMBER 2019 – JANUARY FEBRUARY – MARCH 

PHASE / TASKS SCHEDULE 

PHASE 1 – COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND DATA COLLECTION 

1.1 Project Start-up Workshop  Sept, 2019 

1.2 Community Engagement Strategy  Sept, 2019 

1.3 Community Awareness Campaign (Launch Communications) Sept – Oct, 2019 

1.4 Description of Known OKIB Economic Opportunities  Oct, 2019 
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1.5 Community Engagement  Oct – Nov, 2019 

1.6 What We Heard Report  Nov, 2019 

PHASE 2 – DATA ANALYSIS AND OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION  

2.1 Review of background documents  Dec, 2020 

2.2 Regional Economic Scan to Support Planning Workshop   Dec, 2020 

2.3 Workshop with Committee to review engagement findings and 
       identify goals and strategies  

 Jan, 2020 

PHASE 3 – ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AND REPORTING 

3.1 Draft Community Economic Development Plan Jan, 2020 

3.2 Present Draft Plan to Committee Feb, 2020  

3.3 Present Draft Plan to Chief and Council  Feb, 2020 

3.4 Finalize Community Economic Development  
      Plan 

Mar, 2020 

1.2.1 Economic Development Committee Meetings   

To launch the project the EDC established a monthly meeting schedule. Urban Systems attended the 

EDC’s regularly scheduled meetings in Vernon between September and December (four meetings in 

total). The focus of discussion at these meetings included: 

• clarifying the scope of work and schedule; 

• discussing the EDC’s guiding principles and vision;   

• confirming the approach to community engagement including the survey questions; and  

• establishing an agenda for the planning workshop. 

1.2.2 Community Survey  

Because the main goal of the project was to collect statistical data about the values and preferences of 

the community, OKIB chose to focus on a community survey as the sole method of engagement.  

A 25-question anonymous survey was developed and the survey was distributed both electronically and 

in paper format. The survey was officially launched on December 16, 2019 at a community Christmas 

event and closed on Friday, February 7th. Five $100 cash prize draws were offered as an incentive to 

participate. The following steps were taken to promote the survey: 

• Paper copies of the survey were made available at OKIB community buildings; 

• Promotion and detailed review of the survey at the community Christmas dinner, Day Program, 

Elders meeting and January Council meeting;   
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• Social media posts from mid-December – to early February; and  

• Senk’lip newsletter articles in November and February.  

127 survey responses were received by the survey deadline of February 7th and another five responses 

were received after the cut-off, bringing the total number of survey responses to 132 (just under 15% of 

OKIB’s on reserve membership). According to survey experts the average response rate for community 

surveys is approximately 10%1. The timing of the survey occurring over the Christmas break coupled with 

a number of other community engagement initiatives occurring at the same time may have dampened the 

response rate. OKIB will continue to collect survey responses to ensure as many members as possible 

have an opportunity to provide input. In the meantime, the responses received offer insight into the 

community’s values related to economic development. A summary of the survey findings is contained in 

Appendix B. 

1.2.3 Desktop Research and Literature Review 

Desktop research was conducted on the regional economy to support the EDC’s planning (Section 3). 

Maps were also developed outlining land tenures on OKIB’s reserves (Appendix C). OKIB’s relevant 

reports and documents were gathered and reviewed and these are summarized in Section 1.3 below.  

1.2.4 Economic Development Planning Workshop  

A planning workshop was held with the EDC on February 11, 2020. The workshop agenda included: 

• Project overview 

• Discovery findings  

• SWOT analysis  

• Review of mission and vision 

• Economic development overview 

• Goals and projects  

• Roles and responsibilities  

This Plan summarizes the outcomes of this workshop.  

  

 

1 Surveygyzmo.com   
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1.3 Background Reports   

A number of existing reports were reviewed to inform the planning process.  

1.3.1 Economic Development Strategy prepared by Westcoast CED 

(2007) 

A comprehensive economic strategy was developed in 2007 which examined the regional economic 

profile, band resources, key economic opportunities, vision, and structural and staffing requirements. This 

strategy also set out a detailed list of 33 goals and supporting actions to be implemented between 2007 

and 2022.  

1.3.2 Draft Economic Development Strategic Plan prepared by OKIB 

(2016) 

OKIB developed a draft Economic Development Strategic Plan (2016-2020) to provide guidance and 

parameters for implementing the economic strategies of the Okanagan Development Corporation Limited 

Partnership in accordance with the OKIB Strategic Plan 2015-2019. In addition to assessing the 

community’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats related to economic development, this 

draft strategic plan provides a very useful historical summary of OKIB’s economic and business activities 

between 2007 and 2016 and progress report on the goals set out in the 2007 plan mentioned above.    

1.3.3 OKIB Strategic Plan (2020) 

In 2020 OKIB developed a five-year strategic plan with the support of Urban Systems. The strategic plan 

identifies financial autonomy as one of the key goals. Specific actions identified by Council to advance 

this goal are as follows: 

• Financial Administration Bylaw policies 

• Land designation for Duck Lake IR#7 

• Community Economic Development Plan 

• Set up a community trust for settlement  

• Duck Lake Business Park 

• Re-establish the Gravel Pit 

• Establishing Joint Ventures in the Territory  

1.3.4 Draft Phase 1 Land Use Plan (2020)  

The draft Phase 1 Land Use Plan, which was last updated in 2020, provides direction on how specific 

areas of community-held land could be developed. A number of development nodes were identified 

including the Madeline Lake, Round Lake, the Goose Lake Range, Alexander Estates, Swan Lake, Duck 

Lake (Steele Site), N’Kwala, and Southeast Duck Lake. These lands were identified for a number of 

potential uses including residential, commercial, industrial and institutional development.   
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1.3.5 Draft Madeline Lake Enhanced Land Use Plan (2020) 

The Madeline Lake Enhanced Land Use Plan was drafted in 2020 and is a follow-up to the Phase 1 Land 

Use Plan, providing more detailed direction on how land at Madeline Lake could be used in the future. 

Potential uses included large lot residential and ecotourism uses along with areas for cultural uses and 

passive development. Development on this site will be constrained until issues with unexploded 

ordnances (UXOs) are resolved. The existence of UXOs has significantly impacted the potential use of 

OKIB lands for economic development potential since the 1940s.  

1.3.6 Draft Goose Lake Enhanced Land Use Plan (2020) 

The Goose Lake Enhanced Land Use Plan was drafted in 2020 and is a follow-up to the Phase 1 Land 

Use Plan, providing more detailed direction on how land at the Goose Lake Range could be used in the 

future.  Potential uses include residential development, particularly development that would build off the 

development on off-reserve lands, and ecotourism uses.   

1.3.7 Land Designation Documents (2019-2020) 

A land designation process has been initiated for a portion of Duck Lake IR # 7. This would replace and 

expand upon an existing land designation on the reserve and would allow uses including industrial, light 

industrial, commercial, institutional, educational, agricultural, recreational, cultural, and residential 

purposes. This broad range of uses is intended to ensure flexibility in attracting potential lessees.   

1.3.8 Community Energy Plan and Clean Energy Opportunities 

Assessment (2016) 

This plan was developed in 2014 and updated in 2016. It reviewed a number of potential clean energy 

development concepts including hydropower, wind energy, solar power, and bioenergy.  It identified wind 

power and solar energy (with grant funding) as potentially viable options.  It is important to note that 

recent policy changes with respect to the purchase of independently produced power in BC and 

continued decrease in the cost of solar energy technology since 2016 will have changed the feasibility of 

both these types of power generation opportunities. 

1.3.9 Other Studies to Support Economic Development  

Some of the other plans and studies conducted to support OKIB’s economic development are as follows: 

• Sun Valley Ranch Irrigation Infrastructure Assessment (2018) 

• Komasket Campground Feasibility Study (2017) 

• N'kwala Groundwater Feasibility Study (2016) 

• First Nations Agricultural Opportunities Assessment for OKIB (2015) 

• Steele Site Master Plan Development Feasibility Study (2014) 

• N'kwala Industrial Park - Servicing Feasibility Study (2011) 
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• Swan Lake Service Station Feasibility Study  

• RV Park Feasibility Study (2012)  

• Sen'klip Centre for Tourism and the Arts (2004) 

2. Economic Development Context    

OKIB has a lengthy history of pursuing economic development activities and the community as a whole is 

quite entrepreneurial in nature. A number of economic development plans have been developed by OKIB 

over the years as described in Section 1.3. This section of the Plan describes the current context for 

economic development including the structure of OKIBGC, the relationship between OKIB and OKIBGC, 

the difference between economic development and business development mandates, the community’s 

values related to economic development, and the EDC’s assessment of the community’s assets and 

constraints related to economic development.  

2.1 OKIB Group of Companies (OKIBGC) 

In April 2018, the Band Council worked with a consultant to structure the Okanagan Group of Companies 

(OKIBGC) as a business entity that operates independent from Band Governance. The OKIBGC has its 

own governance structure to ensure objective decision-making. OKIBGC is managed by a team of three 

employees including CEO, Operations Manager and an Business Development Coordinator. The 

corporate structure is shown in Figure 1 below. The Group of Companies consists of four entities: 

• OKIB Holdings: mandate is to carry on the business of holding the business interests of the 

Okanagan Indian Band. 

• OKIB Assets: mandate is to hold capital assets utilized in the operations of the Okanagan Indian 

Band or Okanagan Indian Band businesses. 

• OKIB Management Services: mandate is to provide management, administrative, financial, record 

keeping, accounting and advisory services to the businesses of the Okanagan Indian Band. 

• OKIB Operations: mandate is to engage in the development of economic opportunities for the 

Okanagan Indian Band operating both on and off Okanagan Indian Band reserve lands. 
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Figure 1 - OKIBGC Corporate Structure 

 

2.2 Governance and Fiscal Agreement (GFA) (2019) 

In Spring 2019 a Governance and Fiscal Agreement (GFA) setting out the terms of the relationship 

between OKIB and OKIBGC was executed. The GFA outlines roles, responsibilities and key processes to 

ensure that business decisions are made with transparency, and that decision-makers are accountable to 

the community. The GFA specifies that a Community Economic Development Plan must be developed 

and implemented by OKIB’s Economic Development Committee (EDC).  

The GFA clearly describes the difference between community economic development and business 

development which, while complementary, are two distinct mandates.   

2.3 Community Economic Development Mandate 

The purpose of community economic development is to generate own-source revenue from a variety of 

sources AND to undertake activities that provide socio-economic benefits to OKIB members.  

Community economic development is a broad mandate that is best carried out by Council and 

Administration. Income earned from business activities can be used to support broader community 

economic aspirations, which may include employment, training and entrepreneurial support. The mission 

for OKIB’s economic development function is to: 
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o actively seek, secure and promote economic activity on reserve lands and on our unceded Syilx 

territories to create jobs and wealth and improve the quality of life for OKIB members by 

promoting the unique characteristics of our specified lands to attract businesses that will provide 

economic benefit to the area, enhance the prosperity of OKIB members, identify opportunities for 

synergy, generate revenues, and increase the employment of OKIB members  

o create the environment and develop the infrastructure, through laws, policies and programs, that 

are necessary or desirable for successful business development consistent with Okanagan laws 

and title and rights  

o assist in building the capacity of OKIB members to be successful entrepreneurs 

o exercise OKIB title and rights to generate economic benefit  

OKIB’s Economic Development Committee (EDC) is responsible for fulfilling the community economic 

development mandate.  

2.4 Business Development Mandate  

The purpose of business development is to develop profitable business ventures that generate revenue 

for the benefit of the community. Research suggests that the most successful Indigenous-owned 

businesses operate at arms-length from the elected leadership which is why the OKIBGC was developed 

with its own independent governance structure. The mandate for OKIBGC’s business development 

function is to: 

o develop profitable, sustainable and diverse businesses that respect the history, culture and 

traditions of the Okanagan Indian Band and the environment in which we live; 

o generate revenues for the Okanagan Indian Band in alignment with the GFA; and 

o identify new business opportunities that will generate profit and create new businesses to take 

advantage of those opportunities. 

The OKIB Group of Companies are the principal promoters of business development, including advancing 

existing business opportunities and developing new business opportunities. 

2.5 Community Values Related to Economic Development 

This section summarizes the most important findings from the community survey that was completed by 

132 community members. See Appendix B for the full survey summary.  

2.5.1 Community Support for Economic Development 

The survey findings suggest there is strong community support for pursuing business and economic 

opportunities that generate additional income for the benefit of OKIB members (89% of respondents said 

they somewhat support or strongly support economic development). It is important to acknowledge that 
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there are some members who are strongly opposed to economic development as they view this as 

severely compromising OKIB’s inherent rights.  

One survey question invited participants to plot their support for economic development on a sliding scale 

from 0 to 100. A score of 0 indicated total opposition to all economic develop and a score of 100 indicated 

full support for economic development.  Figure 2 shows that the combined average score of all 

respondents was 65, indicating support for strategic economic development that aligns with OKIB’s 

values social, cultural and environmental objectives and values.   

2.5.2 Community Priorities and Values    

According to the survey the community’s top priorities for economic development included (in rank order): 

1. Creating employment  

2. Generating profit to enhance community programs and services  

3. Financial security and generating profit for per capita distribution  

4. Protecting OKIB lands, water and resources  

5. Preserving access to OKIB lands for hunting, recreational use and other purposes  

The survey respondents were asked to identify their top three values from a list of options. The top three 

values included: 

1. Protection of OKIB lands, water and resources (60%),  

2. Financial security of individuals and community (36%) 

3. Maintain access to OKIB lands for hunting, recreation and other purposes (34%) 

2.5.3 Economic Development Risks and Challenges 

Some of the risks and challenges identified by the community related to economic development include: 

• negative impacts on OKIB inherent title and rights   

• negative impacts on the environment, land, water, environment  

• potential for greed, nepotism, mismanagement of profits   

• skills required to manage business successfully / operational capacity   

• failure to adequately consult with community in decision making  

 

 
 

Figure 2 - Community Support for Economic Development 
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2.5.4 Preferred Business Activities  

Survey respondents identified three preferred business sectors for both on-reserve and territory-wide 

development: 

• Renewable / clean energy  

• Recreation and tourism 

• Technology and telecommunications   

2.6 Economic Development Assets and Constraints    

At the February workshop the EDC engaged in a discussion around community assets and constraints 

that can impact OKIB’s ability to achieve sustainable economic development. The highlights of this 

discussion are noted below. 

2.6.1  Policy and Regulatory Considerations   

• Need to maintain open communication around opportunities   

• Currently a lack of integration – working in silos  

• Lack of clear process to pursue economic opportunities  

• Amount of CP lands creates land development constraints  

• Would OKIBGC develop a business on CP Land? Would need a joint venture and infrastructure 

agreement  

2.6.2 Physical (land / environment / infrastructure) Considerations    

• OKIB has viable and desirable lands for business purposes   

• Need to finalize additions to reserve 

• Ensuring that the potential lands for development consider all requirements for leasing 

• For several decades OKIB has been prevented from developing land at the Madeleine Lake and 

Goose Lake Ranges due to the ongoing issue of UXOs and contamination from that use on site  

• Some lands without infrastructure – not connected to water and wastewater infrastructure 

• Flooding and pollution 

• Need environmental bylaw to control activities and ensure protection of environmentally sensitive 

areas  

• Need consistent and ongoing environmental, archaeological monitoring on and off reserve  

• Wastewater/water/road access necessary at Duck Lake. (including private services – whole 

reserve) 

• Band has a lot of water and licenses to use the water 

• Phase 1 Land Use Plan with current uses was mostly completed in 2015 with a minor update in 

2020 – CP lands were not addressed in the Phase 1 Land Use Plan.   
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2.6.3 External Relationship and Agreement Considerations  

• Okanagan Nation Alliance (ONA) 

• Enduring Relations Agreement  

• Financing terms 

• ISC CORP funding opportunities  

• Onerous land designation process and criteria   

2.6.4 Operational Considerations  

• Band has no Economic Development Officer to serve as a liaison between OKIB, OKIBGC and 

the community  

• Limited financial resources to devote to economic development   

• OKIB has a community engagement policy related to decisions – need to follow this related to 

economic decisions   

2.7 Economic Development Focus Areas 

There are many different options for communities to consider in pursuing sustainable economic 

development as shown in Figure 3 below. The EDC discussed these opportunities at the February 

workshop to determine where OKIB is most focused in the short term. Highlights from this discussion are 

summarized below. The red stars denote current areas of focus.  

Figure 3 – Economic Development Areas of Focus 

`  
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Economic activity at OKIB is currently focused in four areas: (1) on-reserve land leases through OKIB, (2) 

on-reserve businesses and land leases through OKIB members, (3) businesses owned by OKIB, and (4) 

joint ventures and partnerships between OKIB and others. Other economic development opportunities will 

be pursued as financial and human resource capacity increases.  

2.7.1 On-Reserve Land Leases Through OKIB  

Leased land is one of OKIB’s greatest economic development opportunities. At the time of this report a 

commercial land designation process is underway with the intention of developing a Commercial Head 

Lease for lands at Duck Lake IR#7. It will be important for OKIB’s departments to work together to unlock 

the commercial potential of its reserve lands.  

2.7.2 On-Reserve Businesses and Land Leases Through OKIB 

Members   

A large proportion of OKIB’s reserve land is CP land, and a number of OKIB members operate 

businesses and/or lease their land to businesses for market housing.   

Neither OKIB nor OKIBGC currently provide entrepreneurial or business support to members developing 

their own land. As revenues and capacity increases, additional business support will be provided to 

members.  

2.7.3 Businesses Owned by OKIB  

OKIBGC’s Holdings Board is responsible for overseeing OKIB’s business development activities. OKIB 

Operations LP is responsible for developing economic development opportunities on and off-reserve 

(such as opportunities with BC Hydro on the Mica Dam project). Close communication and collaboration 

between the OKIBGC and Territorial Stewardship Division is critical in capitalizing on business 

opportunities related to resource development in the territory. The Holdings Board is responsible for 

creating an annual business development plan which will be an input to OKIB’s broader economic 

development planning.   

 

2.7.4 Joint Ventures and Partnerships  

OKIB Chief and Council have established a number of economic partnerships and joint ventures over the 

years. Moving forward OKIBGC will identify Joint Venture and Business Partnership opportunities to be 

advanced per the governance structures and procedures set out in the GFA. It is important to ensure that 

communication remains strong between Council, the TSD and OKIBGC related to current and future Joint 

Ventures and Economic Partnerships so that economic, social, cultural and environmental values can be 

balanced. One of the EDC’s goals is to ensure that members are made aware of and supported in 

pursuing business and contract opportunities related to all development occurring in the Okanagan 

territory. 
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3. Data to Inform Economic Development Planning 

Desktop research was conducted to support the EDC in its economic development planning.   

3.1 Demographic Information 

Understanding community population dynamics is an importation aspect when developing an economic 

plan that responds to the needs of the community.  Understanding how the population is shifting from 

younger to older, or older to young, will help when planning for economic development and opportunity.  

Since 1995, the total membership population has increased by 38.7%, from 1,483 to 2,057.  The on-reserve 

population has grown by 22.6%, and the off-reserve population has grown by 54.7%.  As of 2019, the 

largest age group is the 25-44-year-olds, accounting for 30% of the total OKIB population.  This age group 

is the core working force.  Since 2010, the 25-44-year-old group increased by 23%, 506 to 624. 

In comparison to the OKIB population and demographic rates, the Regional District of North Okanagan 

which encompasses OKIB, Enderby, Armstrong, Vernon, and other small communities, has a total 

population of 82,455.     

The OKIB historic population data, demographic data tables, reserve population information, and the North 

Okanagan and Lake Country data can be found in Appendix G. 

3.2 Land Characteristics 

According to the Okanagan Nation Alliance website, the Syilx/Okanagan Territory extends northwards to 

the Alberta border encompassing Kinbasket Lake and the City of Revelstoke, including the Mica Dam; 

eastward to Kootenay Lake; southwards into northern Washington; and westwards into the City of Merritt.  

It encompasses the entire Okanagan Valley and includes other communities such as Castlegar, Nelson, 

Rossland and Princeton.   

The area has a diverse range of economic activity including mining, tourism, forestry, electricity 

generation projects, and industrial development. The temperate climate and beauty of the Okanagan 

make it a highly desirable home for many people.   

OKIB has 10,636.8 ha of reserve land. A large portion of reserve land is CP land meaning OKIB has less 

control over its use and development. This has impacts to development potential. Another challenge is 

that servicing of some land with water and wastewater service is limited in some areas which impacts 

development potential.  

Okanagan Indian Band consists of six reserves, varying in size, population, and services.  Okanagan IR # 

1 is the communities main reserve, with members and non-members living there, and it includes all 

community facilities. Table 1 summarizes OKIB’s reserve land base. Maps illustrating land tenure are 

included in Appendix H. Additional detail related to OKIB demographics is contained in Appendix G. 
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Table 1: Summary of OKIB Reserve Lands 

Reserve Size Characteristics 

Okanagan IR # 1 10,302 ha • Borders Okanagan Lake 

• Many residential communities for both members and non-

members 

• All community facilities are located here 

• Large amounts of CP land 

Otter Lake # 2 25 ha • Borders Otter Lake 

• Entire reserve is CP land 

Harris # 3 64.8 ha • Located adjacent to the Township of Spallumcheen and the 

industrial park  

• Entire reserve is CP land 

Swan Lake # 4 32.2 ha • Located north of Swan Lake along Highway 97, north of Vernon 

• All Band land 

• Has high traffic volumes along Highway 97 but lacks highway 

access  

• Has lacked infrastructure servicing 

• Land is low-lying which may be challenging for development 

due to flooding concerns or costs of filling the land 

Priest’s Valley # 6 33.6 ha • Located within the City of Vernon boundaries 

• Mainly residential areas that are close to being fully developed 

• Mainly CP land  

• Small portion of Band land on the waterfront of Okanagan Lake 

Duck Lake # 7 179.2 ha • Located within the northern portion of the City of Kelowna 

boundaries along Duck Lake  

• Has access to Highway 97 

• A number of mobile home parks have been developed on the 

land along with industrial development 

• OKIB leases land to SRI Homes 

• A portion of the land is part of a proposed land designation 

process 

 

3.3 Regional Economy 

3.3.1 Forestry 

The Okanagan Shuswap Forest District, which encompasses OKIB, covers approximately 2.25 million 

hectares of land. The region is dominated by lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir forests. OKIB is a tenure 

holder within the Okanagan Shuswap Forest District. An experienced forestry consultant has been hired 

to re-negotiate the existing forest management partner agreement on behalf of OKIB. The goal is to 

secure a proactive forest management partner at a more reasonable, market term to manage the AAC 

sale agreements on behalf of OKIB. By optimizing the terms of these various partnerships, OKIB stands 

to retain more revenue from its forest resources.   
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The area surrounding OKIB has a variety of active lumber and forestry operations. In Lumby, Tolko’s 

White Valley Division currently has 80 employees. Tolko’s Armstrong Division, which includes a lumber 

mill, plywood plant and a co-generation plant, has a combined 400 employees.  Within the Thompson 

Okanagan, there are 11,630 individuals working in the agriculture, forestry and finishing and hunting 

sectors2 

A lack of available timber supply has greatly reduced the forestry industry in the region, along with trade 

issues with the United States and stumpage rates.  Due to these recent hardships in the forestry industry, 

a Tolko mill in Kelowna, which had operated for nearly 90 years, has shut down, affecting approximately 

170 employees. 

In addition to logging and processing, there are also silviculture and reclamation activities that are 

providing business and employment opportunities for people in the Okanagan region. Activities related to 

non-timber forest products, such as mushroom picking, have seen an increase in popularity due to the 

2017-2018 wildfire season which provided ideal growing conditions. Other non-timber forest products 

such as traditional herbs, medicines, and food gathering, processing and sales are becoming valued 

economic uses of forest resources.  

 

3.3.2 Clean Energy 

In 2013, OKIB received funding from the Government of British Columbia’s First Nations Clean Energy 

Business Development Fund to create the OKIB Energy Plan and Clean Energy Opportunities 

Assessment, which was completed in 2014. This provided an overview of the community’s key clean 

energy development opportunities, current energy use, greenhouse gas emissions profile, and associated 

expenditures. Highlights from this report are included below: 

Wind 

There have been a variety of wind energy projects proposed along with the Okanagan Wind Project 

operating at the Pennask Summit. A wind project was identified as a potential opportunity through the 

2014 Opportunities Assessment. There was a need for further discussions with Sea Breeze Power 

Corporation, who was the main wind project opportunity at the time. Today, the Pennask Wind Project by 

ZED consists of 5 wind turbines, generating power for approximately 4,500 homes. Despite there being 

significant resources for wind within the Syilx territory, the suspension of BC Hydro’s Standing Offer 

Program has resulted in these projects not being viable.   

Hydro  

The 2014 Opportunities Assessment found that while the topography of the area was favourable to a 

potential hydro project, the flow is insufficient to develop a viable hydro project.  As of 2019, BC Hydro 

has suspended their Standing Offer and Micro Standing Offer Programs indefinitely3.  

 

2 2016 Census Canada 
3 BC Hydro Standing Offer Program https://www.bchydro.com/work-with-us/selling-clean-energy/standing-offer-
program.html 

https://www.bchydro.com/work-with-us/selling-clean-energy/standing-offer-program.html
https://www.bchydro.com/work-with-us/selling-clean-energy/standing-offer-program.html
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Solar  

The 2014 Assessment evaluated the viability of a 5-kW grid-tied residential photovoltaic system and a 25-

kW grid-tied photovoltaic system attached to the Health Centre. The study found the solar resource in 

OKIB is above average but the assumed project economics suggested that it was currently not an 

economically viable option without a subsidy. However, decreases in the cost of solar panel installation 

and the increases in hydro rates will likely result in projects becoming more viable in the future.   

As an example, similar communities have pursued solar projects. The Tŝilhqot’in First Nation currently owns 

and operates a 3,456-panel solar farm, generating energy for approximal 135 homes4.  Upper Nicola Indian 

Band is also pursuing the development of a solar farm. 

 

3.3.3 Housing  

Market housing is an economic development opportunity that already exists at OKIB on CP lands and 

could be an opportunity that OKIB itself could pursue to create construction jobs and generate revenue.  

The housing market in the North Okanagan has been relatively strong. Though unit sales decreased from 

2018 to 2019, values for many categories increased.  

Table2 summarizes the change in sales of units between 2018 and 20195 while Table 3 summarizes the 

change in average sale prices between 2018 and 20196. 

Table 3 Sales of Dwelling Units in North Okanagan (2018 – 2019)  

Description 2019 Sales  2018 Sales % Change 

House 156 167 -6.59% 

Mobile home  94 98 -4.08% 

Residential  966 931 3.76% 

Apartment 160 215 -25.58% 

Townhouse 345 323 3.81% 

Acreage 43 45 -4.44% 

Acreage Waterfront 2 4 -50% 

Commercial  53 41 29.27% 

 

Table 3 Change in Average Sale Prices of Residential Units in the North Okanagan (2018 – 2019) 

Description 2019 Average Sale Price 2018 Average Sale Price % Change 

House $715,594 $843,442 -15.16% 

Mobile Home $172,752 $160,387 7.71% 

Residential  $523,152 $502,615 4.09% 

Apartment $231,158 $215,920 7.06% 

Townhouse  $350,730 $338,216 3.70% 

 

4 Tŝilhqot’in National Government Media Release 
http://www.tsilhqotin.ca/Portals/0/PDFs/Press%20Releases/2019_10_21_TsilhqotinSolarFarmCelebration_final.pdf  
5 Okanagan Mainline Real Estate Board Market Statistics – 2019 https://www.omreb.com/market-stats/current-year-2019/  
6 Okanagan Mainline Real Estate Board Market Statistics – 2019 https://www.omreb.com/market-stats/current-year-2019/  

http://www.tsilhqotin.ca/Portals/0/PDFs/Press%20Releases/2019_10_21_TsilhqotinSolarFarmCelebration_final.pdf
https://www.omreb.com/market-stats/current-year-2019/
https://www.omreb.com/market-stats/current-year-2019/
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Acreage  $340,247 $637,356 -46.62% 

Acreage Waterfront $647,000 $354,375 82.57% 

Commercial  $597,245 $515,712 15.81% 

 

In 2019, a Preliminary Highest and Best Use Assessment of Goose Lake and Madeline Lake Lands was 

completed. The Assessment identified various short-term and long-term opportunities for development, 

taking into consideration the hinderances to development.  The Assessment identified the westerly 

boundary of the Goose Lake area for potential future residential development and maximizing economic 

development. The Madeleine Lake lands are rural, making municipal services limited. The Madeleine 

Lake area would be well-situated for subdivision developed into small to medium-sized acreages with on-

site water and septic.  

3.3.4 Industrial /Commercial Land 

In 2016, the Regional District of the North Okanagan developed an Employment Lands Report which 

focused on industrial, institutional and commercial land uses. The Report found there are approximately 

259.11 ha of vacant employment land. The majority of vacant land is categorized as industrial use, 83%, 

followed by commercial use which represents 17%. Only 8% of the employment lands identified were 

currently serviced, most of which are located in the Central-South Area and the majority (86%) of 

employment lands identified in the Central area are located within 1 km of a major highway corridor7.   

The Report indicated that the Swan Lake Corridor area, including Swan Lake IR # 4 has potential for 

service commercial use. There would need to be development of expanded infrastructure servicing, 

specifically water and sewer. 

While there is a shortage of land in the North Okanagan due to Agricultural Land Reserve constraints, the 

Central Okanagan appears to have more industrial development potential if services are extended.  The 

current vacancy rate for industrial and commercial land is 0.76% in Kelowna which suggests demand for 

land.  Industrial parcels are selling for $2 million/acre. One trend in the area is for business-type industrial 

development.   

3.3.5 Tourism  

OKIB holds a seat on the City of Vernon Tourism Commission. The Regional Tourism Profile released in 

2017, reports on the tourism market in the Thompson Okanagan for the 2014/2015 years. In 2014, the 

Thompson Okanagan received 3,721,000 overnight visits. Approximately 85% of overnight travellers were 

domestic. The average stay in the region is 3.6 nights and the average amount spent was approximately 

$106 per night/person8.  

 

7 Employment Lands Report, 2016, http://www.rdno.ca/docs/160426_RELAP_Final_Print_reduced.pdf  
8 Thompson Okanagan Tourism Association Regional Profile 
https://www.destinationbc.ca/content/uploads/2018/05/Thompson-Okanagan-Regional-Tourism-Profile_2017.pdf 

http://www.rdno.ca/docs/160426_RELAP_Final_Print_reduced.pdf
https://www.destinationbc.ca/content/uploads/2018/05/Thompson-Okanagan-Regional-Tourism-Profile_2017.pdf
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In 2018, the Thompson Okanagan saw a total of 9,655,320 overnights stays, and in 2019 during the 

same time period, the number of overnights stays was 11,355,839, an increase of 1,700,060 (18%).  

Specifically, domestic overnight stays in the region increased by 17% from 2018 to 2019, and 

international overnight stays increased by 21% between 2018 and 2019.   

The total international visits to the Thompson Okanagan region increased by 12% from 2018 to 2019.  

Visitors from the United States, Australia and the United Kingdom are the top three visitor originating 

locations. From 2018 to 2019, USA visitors increased by 12%, Australian visitors increased by 1% and 

visitors from the UK increased by 8%9.  

3.3.6 Agriculture  

Every five years, Statistics Canada conducts an agricultural census. As of 2016, the Agriculture Census 

identified 1,039 farms within the North Okanagan Regional District, a decrease from the 1,167 farms in 

2011.  The key farms types include:  

• Cattle ranching and farming (20% of farms) 

• Hay farming (20% of farms) 

• Horse and equine production (16% of farms) 

• Vegetable and melon farming (5% of farms) 

• Poultry and egg production (6% of farms)  

• Fruit and tree nut farming (11% of farms) 

• Greenhouse, nursery and floriculture production (4% of farms) 

Fruit Production 

According to the 2016 Agriculture Census, the majority of land dedicated to fruit production (1670 acres) 

was for apples (73% of land) with cherries being the next most common (approximately 8% of land).  

Grapes comprised approximately 5% of fruit land use. 

 

Field Crops  

Wheat and corn are grown in the area with nearly 8,000 acres of land dedicated to corn and nearly 2,400 

acres to wheat.   

 

Vegetable Production 

Vegetable production comprises a small amount of agricultural land use.  Approximately 416 acres is 

dedicated to vegetable production with asparagus comprising the largest amount of land use.   

 

Cattle  

Cattle ranching accounts for approximately 20% of farms operating in the North Okanagan with a 

significant portion of farms dedicated to dairy farming. According to the Canadian Cattlemen’s 

 

9 Thompson Okanagan Tourism Association 2018-2019 Monthly and Year-Over-Year Comparisons  
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Association, Canada is one of the largest exporters of red meat and livestock in the world, exporting 

approximately 45% of Canadian beef and cattle production each year. In 2018, Canada’s beef industry 

exported 398,580 tonnes of beef, approximately 38% of domestic slaughter. In 2018, Canada exported 

597,500 tonnes of beef and cattle, representing 44% of beef production10. The Canadian beef industry 

ships to 56 countries but is reliant on the U.S. for 74% of all beef exports. The next largest export markets 

are Japan (8%), mainland China & Hong Kong (7.7%), Mexico (4%), Southeast Asia 1.8% and South 

Korea 1%. All other markets together represent the remaining 3% of Canadian beef exports. Most cattle 

are raised on small farms and approximately 5% of Canadas cattle are in BC. 

Cannabis  

The legalization of cannabis for recreational use and the production to meet that usage has created a 

new economic opportunity for many businesses and communities in Canada. There has been significant 

investment in cannabis production across Canada since legalization. There has been cannabis 

production facilities established in the Okanagan including True Leaf in Lumby, THC Biomed in Kelowna, 

Doja Cannabis and several others.   

 

Okanagan Cannabis Tours based in Kelowna offers a variety of tour packages for guests to sample 

various cannabis strains, learn about growing methods and practices. This company also partners with 

wine tastings and food pairings in the area. The Okanagan College is also offering courses in the 2020 

education year which includes Cooking with Cannabis. Kelowna also held a Cannabis Business 

Symposium in 2019.  

OKIB has an Agricultural Strategic Plan in place to guide activities in the Agriculture sector.  

4. Four Year Economic Development Plan 

This section of the plan outlines OKIB’s vision and goals for community economic development over the 

next four years.   

4.1 Economic Development Vision  

The EDC’s vision for economic development is as follows:   

OKIB is generating sustainable income from diverse sources that is being used 

to improve the quality of life and financial well-being of current and future 

generations, while also exercising OKIB’s inherent rights and protecting our 

culture, lands, and water.    

 

 

 

 

10 Canadian Cattlemen’s Association https://www.cattle.ca/cca-resources/industry-stats/ 

https://www.cattle.ca/cca-resources/industry-stats/
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4.2 Guiding Principles 

The EDC identified four key guiding principles to inform community economic development as 

summarized in Table 4 on the next page.   

Table 4 – Economic Development Guiding Principles 

Community economic development will:  

minimize impacts to: 
• Culture  
• Title and Rights 
• Environment 
• Access   
• Land 
• Water 
• Peaceful enjoyment 

be community led:  
• Informed decisions  
• Full-circle 

communication 
• Projects that instill 

pride  
• Culturally aligned 

activities  

be ethical:  
• Unifying  
• Accountable  
• Non-controversial     
• Transparent 
• Planned/regulated 

provide broad community 
benefit:  
• Employment 
• Benefits all members 
• Enhanced quality of life  
 

    

4.3 Economic Development Goals and Actions   

Six goals have been identified to achieve OKIB’s economic vision:  

1. Create an operating environment that supports OKIBGC to generate business profits to achieve 

OKIB’s economic goals  

2. Exercise OKIB’s inherent rights to generate social, environment and economic benefits that align 

with Syilx and OKIB laws 

3. Establish a land use regime (plans, policies and regulations) that supports OKIB’s economic 

development interests  

4. Develop the infrastructure required to support OKIB’s economic development interests   

5. Involve the community in economic development activities and decisions  

6. Develop operational policies and procedures that foster effective communication and cooperation 

in advancing OKIB’s economic opportunities  

The outcomes and actions related to achieving each of these goals is described below. 

GOAL #1: CREATE AN OPERATING ENVIRONMENT THAT SUPPORTS OKIBGC TO 

GENERATE BUSINESS PROFITS TO ACHIEVE OKIB’S ECONOMIC GOALS  

OUTCOMES If OKIB is successful in achieving Goal #1 the following outcomes will be achieved: 

• OKIB has designated land and is leasing it for business development   

• OKIBGC has established several businesses that are generating long term cash flow  

• OKIB has a well-established revenue stream from businesses it owns and can 

demonstrate how that revenue is benefiting community 

• OKIB has high levels of own-source revenue leading to financial independence   

• Own source revenue is coming from a variety of businesses and industries which 

also provides increased community pride and career opportunities for membership  
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• Profit from OKIBGC is being used to build economic capacity (e.g. hiring an 

Economic Development Officer)    

• OKIB owns commercial buildings available for leasing and is attracting businesses to 

operate on OKIB  

• OKIB has increased capacity to maximize forest license   

 

OBJECTIVES  

Action / Initiative  Responsible Timeline  

1. Hire OKIB Economic Development Officer to chair Economic 

Dev. Committee and implement Economic Development 

Strategy   

Executive Director  Fall 2020 

2. Duck Lake Designation / Head Lease OKIBGC CEO Summer/Fall 

2020 

3. Duck Lake commercial infrastructure development OKIBGC CEO Summer/Fall 

2020 

4. Duck Lake Business Park Development  OKIBGC CEO Fall 2020 – 

2025 

5. Implement Economic Development Communications Strategy  OKIB EDO Fall Winter 

2020 

6. Create-Ec Dev opportunities within the territory OKIBGC CEO & 

TSD Director 

Summer 

7. UXO- JV Management OKIBGC CEO  Spring 

/Summer 

2020 

8. OKIBGC to actively pursue business opportunities presented 

by Okanagan Nation 

OKIB Chief and 

Council OKIBGC 

CEO 

On going  

9. Ensure OKIB’s consultation process takes into account 

business opportunities and notify OKIBGC of relevant referrals   

OKIBGC CEO & 

TSD Director 

Summer 

2020 

 

GOAL #2:   EXERCISE OKIB’S INHERENT RIGHTS TO GENERATE SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENT 

AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS THAT ALIGN WITH SYILX AND OKIB LAWS 

OUTCOMES  If OKIB is successful in achieving Goal #2 the following outcomes will be achieved: 

• Community and Chief and Council have a clear and common understanding of 

impacts to Syilx Title and Rights  

• OKIB has a system in place to pursue economic opportunities by leveraging its title to 

the lands 

• OKIB has management control over our area in the territory 

• OKIBGC is made aware of referrals that have potential economic opportunities   
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OBJECTIVES  

Action / Initiative  Responsible Timeline  

1. Document political positions on key land use topics to guide 

approach to economic development  

TSD / Council TBD 

2. Develop a land use plan for areas of responsibility within 

Syilx territory 

TSD / Council TBD 

3. Develop a process for filtering referrals with economic 

potential and flagging them for OKIBGC attention  

Director of 

Territorial 

Stewardship 

Division and OKIB 

GC CEO 

Summer 

2020 

 

GOAL #3:   ESTABLISH A LAND USE REGIME (PLANS, POLICIES AND REGULATIONS) THAT 

SUPPORTS OKIB’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY INTERESTS  

OUTCOMES If OKIB is successful in achieving Goal #3 the following outcomes will be achieved: 

• Sufficient human and financial resources in place to implement land use regime 

• Duck Lake designation has been achieved  

• Land is ready for leasing 

• Develop and implement land governance model  

• Full time Economic Development Officer in place to work with Lands Department   

• Completed land use plans for reserve  

OBJECTIVES 

Action / Initiative  Responsible Timeline  

1. Work towards getting the land ready for leasing in keeping with 

the lands prioritized for designation  

OKIB Lands 

and/or 

Developer 

Ongoing 

2. Adopt the Land Use Plans (phases 1 and 2)  Council / OKIB 

Lands 

 

3. Continue to negotiate with Canada to clear UXO ranges  Council/OKIB 

Lands 

ongoing 

4. Finalize and adopt a land governance model and all supporting 

documentation  

OKIB Lands 

with Council 

2023/24 

5. Land Designation – Swan Lake IR4 OKIB Lands  2022 

6. Addition to Reserve – Beau Park (IR1) OKIB Lands  2022 

7. Addition to Reserve – CN Rail Lands (IR7) OKIB Lands  2020/21 

8. Administer UXO Interim Clearance Pilot Project - $2M OKIB Lands  Summer/Fall 

2020 
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Action / Initiative  Responsible Timeline  

9. Grape growing area for Agriculture permit  OKIB Land / 

OKIBGC 

Summer/Fall 

2020 

10. Gravel Permit OKIBGC 

/Lands 

Summer/Fall 

2020 

 

GOAL #4: DEVELOP THE INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIRED TO SUPPORT OKIB’S ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT INTERESTS   

OUTCOMES If OKIB is successful in achieving Goal #4 the following outcomes will be achieved: 

• Lands with economic development potential are serviced with high quality water, 

sewer, and roads either through Band-owned and operated infrastructure or through 

servicing agreements with local and regional governments. 

• Economic Development and OKIBGC priorities will be coordinated with the 

infrastructure development, the two are inherently linked. Public Works Director and 

CEO to meet quarterly or discuss during Directors’ meetings.   

  

OBJECTIVES  

Action / Initiative  Responsible Timeline  

1. Complete OKIB Water Master Plan Director of 

Public Works 

and Housing 

May 2020 

2. Complete Service Agreements with Lake Country and Kelowna 

for Water and Wastewater (Duck Lake IR7) – Band Land (Steele 

Site) and CP land 

Manager of 

Policy and 

Strategic 

Initiatives and 

OKIBGC CEO 

Summer/Fall 

2020 

3. Ensure OKIB maintains participation as 1/3 owner of Regional 

Wastewater Recovery Infrastructure (Swan Lake IR4 & 

Okanagan IR1 in future) 

Executive 

Director 

December, 

2020 

4. Construction of Wastewater Infrastructure for Swan Lake IR4 

 

Executive 

Director 

2024 

5. Design Head of the Lake Water System Upgrade planning to 

include Ec-Dev future projects   

Director of PWH March 31, 

2021 

6. Construction of Head of the Lake Water System Upgrade Director of PWH March 31, 

2022 

7. Old Kamloops Road – Major realignment of road to provide 

direct access through Swan Lake IR4 

PWH? Lands? 

OKIBGC? 

Strategic 

Initiatives? 

TSD? 

EDO? 

Summer 

2020- 2022 
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GOAL #5:  INVOLVE THE COMMUNITY IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES AND 

DECISIONS  

OUTCOMES If OKIB is successful in achieving Goal #5 the following outcomes will be achieved: 

• Clear process for community input and discussion on economic opportunities  

• Economic development not necessarily perceived as loss of inherent rights 

• Enhanced training and employment opportunities for OKIB members  

• Benefits of community economic development are understood and embraced by the 

community  

OBJECTIVES  

Action / Initiative  Responsible Timeline  

1. Community Economic Development plan is supported by 

community and adopted by Council 

EDC/Council Spring 2020 

2. Achieve a yes vote on Duck Lake land designation   OKIBGC CEO Fall 2020 

3. Develop a community consultation policy that clearly outlines the 

process for engaging community on economic band business 

initiatives as required in the GFA    

OKIBGC CEO 

& EDO 

Fall 2020 

4. Ensure an EDO is in place to facilitate ongoing communication 

around Economic Development  

ED Fall 2020 

 

GOAL #6:  DEVELOP OPERATIONAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES THAT FOSTER 

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION AND COOPERATION IN ADVANCING OKIB’S 

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES.   

OUTCOMES If OKIB is successful in achieving Goal #6 the following outcomes will be achieved: 

• OKIB departments are communicating effectively to advance economic opportunities    

• OKIBGC is aware of business opportunities arising from referrals  

• OKIBGC is pursuing business opportunities that align with community values and do 

not inadvertently conflict with territorial or political objectives   

• OKIBGC and OKIB are making fast and effective decisions related to opportunities 

using a standardized process   

 

OBJECTIVES  

Action / Initiative  Responsible Timeline  

1. Develop a process for communicating internally about new 

contracts, business opportunities and employment in general   

OKIBGC CEO 

/ OKIB EDO  

Ongoing 

(EDO Fall) 

2. EDC meeting quarterly to communicate about opportunities   CEO then 

EDO once 

hired 

Ongoing 
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Action / Initiative  Responsible Timeline  

3. Explore implementation of a Trust related to economic revenues Finance / 

Council  

TBD 

 

5. Implementation Plan 

This section of the Plan outlines economic development roles and responsibilities, key elements of the 

economic development process, community engagement process, and EDC commitments to advance the 

Plan. The committee was clear in communicating that significant human and financial resources will be 

required to fully pursue the goals laid out in this economic development plan and the GFA.      

5.1 Roles and Responsibilities 

The GFA clearly spells out economic and business development roles and responsibilities for: 

• Council 

• Economic Development Committee (EDC) 

• Economic Development Officer (EDO) 

• OKIBGC (Holdings Board, Management Services Board, Operating Boards) 

• OKIBGC Chief Executive Officer  

According to the GFA, the Economic Development Committee is responsible for:  

• overseeing economic development for the OKIB   

• advising Council on economic development matters  

• developing and recommending to Council an Economic Development Plan and overseeing the 

Plan’s implementation    

• developing and recommending to Council economic development concept studies  

 

One of the most important considerations for the EDC is developing an effective process for moving 

economic opportunities from concept to implementation. Significant communication amongst multiple 

parties is required to ensure that everyone has the information required to make informed decisions. 

Appendix C contains a matrix that defines each party’s responsibilities related to advancing economic 

opportunities. Appendix D contains an economic development process map that outlines the steps in 

advancing an economic opportunity from concept to approval.      

Currently OKIBGC is managing the responsibilities of the EDO. See section 5.6.1 for recommendations 

related to hiring an EDO.   
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5.2 Economic Concept Worksheets 

One of the requirements of the GFA is to develop a concept plan for proposed business and economic 

opportunities to support decision making. The purpose of the concept plan is to gather basic information 

about the opportunity from various parts of the organization to ensure all facts have been considered in 

vetting the opportunity. Two different economic concept worksheets have been developed: one template 

is for business concepts being pursued by the OKIB Group of Companies and the other template is for 

community economic opportunities being pursued by OKIB staff or Council. The Economic Concept 

Worksheets help to ensure that each opportunity is presented to decision makers in a thorough and 

consistent manner.  

5.3 Values Based Decision Criteria  

A values-based decision filter has been developed (Appendix F) to help support the vetting of economic 

opportunities in alignment with the community’s values. This filter can be used by staff or in consultation 

with the community as part of the engagement process. The benefit of this decision filter is that it offers a 

structured approach and standard set of criteria by which to evaluate opportunities. Consistency and 

transparency of process will help to build trust and consensus within the community. 

5.4 Community Engagement  

The GFA between OKIB and the OKIB Group of Companies states that the draft Economic Development 

Plan must be made available to the membership and they must be provided 30 days to comment and full 

and fair consideration must be made on the comments. The community will be provided with an 

opportunity to provide feedback on each significant economic and business opportunity being considered 

and will be notified about Council’s decisions related to each economic opportunity.  

5.5 Committee Member Commitments    

At the February workshop the EDC members made a number of personal commitments to successfully 

advance OKIB’s economic development vision:  

o Make OKIB economic development committee a priority 

o Finalize land use plans for Council approval 

o Work every day to advance viable business opportunities for OKIB 

o Understand OKIB economic opportunity priorities 

o Reading economic development opportunity concepts 

o Make time to support economic development 

o Create a written (workable) process to advance economic opportunities 
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5.6 Capacity Development Recommendations 

Following are some recommendations for OKIB to consider in enhancing economic development 

capacity:  

5.6.1 Economic Development Officer  

During the economic development planning process, it became clear that a full time Economic 

Development Officer (EDO) is critical to the achievement of OKIB’s economic development goals. 

Currently the OKIB Group of Companies is fulfilling the EDO role which creates the potential for a conflict 

of interest. The Group of Companies’ core mandate is to generate revenue for OKIB and this must be 

balanced with other key considerations related to OKIB’s Title and Rights and environmental interests. It 

may be difficult for the Group of Companies to remain objective in balancing potentially competing 

priorities. Furthermore, the EDO will play a key role in coordinating the activities of the Economic 

Development Committee and implementing the Economic Development Plan. As per the GFA, the roles 

and responsibilities of the EDO are as follows: 

• manage the economic development office; 

• ensure a copy of the most current economic development plan is available for viewing by OKIB 

members; 

• provide the economic development committee with information and technical or logistical support 

that is necessary or advisable in order for the economic development committee to achieve its 

mandate; 

• identify and, as directed by the Executive Director, apply for grants or funding available from 

Canada, British Columbia or other persons for First Nations economic development, other types 

of economic development or developing business opportunities; 

• provide OKIB members with business development and entrepreneurship information and 

information concerning business development planning and financing strategies for businesses to 

be developed, owned or operated by OKIB members; 

• at the request of the Executive Director, report on the activities of the economic development 

office by oral or written report at: 

o meeting of OKIB members, or 

o meetings of Council; and  

• perform any additional duties or exercise any additional powers assigned to the economic 

development officer by the Executive Director. 

5.6.2 Lands   

Some potential initiatives to enhance the policy structure that provides guidance on the use of on-reserve 

land for economic development, include:  
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• Adopt the Phase 1 Land Use Plan and the Goose Lake Enhanced Land Use Plan and Madeline 

Lake Enhanced Land Use Plan 

• Consider how the land governance model is developed   

• Work to get more land serviced with water and sewer infrastructure, particularly those lands with 

economic development potential such as land at Swan Lake IR # 4 and Duck Lake IR # 7.  This 

would include continued participation in the regional wastewater initiative and reviewing 

opportunities for Municipal Type Servicing Agreements (MTSAs) for water and sewer 

• Complete the land designation process for Duck Lake IR # 7 and examine the feasibility of land 

designation on Swan Lake IR # 4 

• Work with Canada to ensure the further removal of UXOs on lands that have economic 

development value 

• Review opportunities to acquire land to either add to reserve or leave as fee simple lands 

In terms of land within the broader Syilx Territory, it will be important to consider how OKIB and the 

Okanagan Nation as a whole can leverage their title and rights to create economic opportunities for the 

Okanagan people that are consistent with Syilx values. In particular, it will be important for the Territorial 

Stewardship Division to review referrals with an economic development lens to ensure that potential 

opportunities that align with Okanagan/Syilx values are identified and reviewed holistically.   

5.6.3 Training 

Ensuring that OKIB members are in a strong position to benefit from the employment opportunities that 

may be created will be important for members to buy into these opportunities and feel like they are 

benefitting. OKIB will need to work with other agencies and private industry to ensure that training 

programs are offered in the community pertaining to skills development and certifications.  

5.6.4 Entrepreneurship 

OKIB has a number of entrepreneurs that have developed their own businesses and/or leased land for 

economic development purposes. OKIB should continue to foster this and encourage greater 

entrepreneurial capacity within the community by working with agencies such as Community Futures to 

ensure that entrepreneurs have access to programs and financing to start and maintain businesses.   
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2019/2020 Economic Development Committee Members 

Firman Latimer, CEO OKIB Group of Companies (CHAIR) 

Jenelle Brewer, Operations Manager OKIB Group of Companies   

Tim Isaac, OKIB Council 

Sharon Cullen, OKIB Council 

Tom Christensen, OKIB Holdings LP 

Victor Rumbolt, Executive Director OKIB Administration 

Colleen Marchand, Director of Territorial Stewardship OKIB Administration 

Lee Anne Cameron, Director of Lands OKIB Administration 

Don Riemer, Director of Finance OKIB Administration   
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METHODOLOGY   

A 25 question anonymous survey was developed to generate community input to support economic 
development planning and decision-making. The survey was distributed both electronically and in paper 
format. The survey was officially launched on December 16th at a community Christmas event and closed 
on Friday, February 7th. Five $100 cash prize draws were offered as an incentive to participate.   

Steps taken to promote the survey included: 

• Paper copies of the survey were left at several OKIB buildings 

• Introduction and promotion at the Christmas dinner, Day Program, Elders meeting and January 
Council meeting   

• Social media posts from mid December – to early February  

• Senk’lip articles in November and February     

 
LIMITATIONS 
 
In total 127 responses were received. A technical design error in the survey meant that some survey 
responses were not saved. An email was sent to a select group of respondents inviting them to resubmit 
their response. This circumstance created the potential for duplicate responses. A total of 127 responses 
represents approximately 6% of the total OKIB membership. This participation rate falls far short of the 
desired 50% response rate. Some survey experts1 suggest that a 10-15% response rate is average for 
community surveys. We recommend continued efforts to generate additional survey responses to validate 
these findings.   

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Following is a summary of key highlights / findings from the survey.  

 
RESPONSE 

• 127 responses received, of these, 81% (101 people) indicated that they live on reserve 

• There was a fairly even distribution of responses across all age groups with six respondents under 

the age of 24  

• Just over half of the respondents (55%) are CP land holders 

 

SUPPORT FOR COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  

The majority of survey respondents (89%) strongly or somewhat support the pursuit of business 

opportunities that bring economic benefit to the community, with the exception of a few individuals who 

were slightly or strongly opposed to economic development. 

 

1 www.surveygizmo.com/resources/blog/survey-response-rates/  

http://www.surveygizmo.com/resources/blog/survey-response-rates/
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One question invited participants to plot their support for economic development on a on a sliding scale 
where a score of 0 indicated total opposition to all economic development and a score of 100 indicated 
full support for economic development. The combined average score of all respondents was 65 indicating 
a slight pro-development bias.  

 
LOCATION OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  

In terms of the location of economic development activities, IR#4 received the highest level of support 
(87%), followed by IR#1 with 85% support, and #IR7 with 77% support and 18% neutral/not sure.    

The economic activities suggested most often for each location are noted below: 

IR#1 (85% support) IR#4 (87% support) IR#7 (77% support) 

• tourism, 

• cannabis/hemp 
production/sales 

• retail shopping   

 

• gas station / truck stop 

• retail/commercial 

• hotel/casino 

• tourism/cultural  

 

• residential 

• retail/commercial 

• industrial  

 

 

BENEFITS AND GOALS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Respondents identified their top three benefits/priorities for economic development which included: 

• creating employment (61%) 

• profit to enhance community programs and services (47%) 

• generating profit for per capita distribution (35%) 
 

Respondents indicated that skilled membership, access to infrastructure, and governance administrative 
capacity could be leveraged to build economic capacity 
 
Respondents identified the following as the biggest community challenges: 

• unemployment/poverty (63%) 

• lack of housing (72%) 

• lack of infrastructure (52%) 

 
88% of respondents strongly or somewhat agreed that these challenges could benefit from economic 
development revenues 

 

POTENTIAL DISADVANTAGES OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  

The following themes emerged related to potential negative consequences or risks of economic 
development:  

• negative impact on OKIB inherent title and rights / land / resources  

• negative impacts on the environment, land, water  

• potential for greed, nepotism, mismanagement of profits   

• Ability to manage business successfully / operational capacity   

• Failure to adequately consult with community in decision making  
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS   

Respondents identified several factors that need to be considered in evaluating economic opportunities:   

• Offering broad benefit to all members 

• Longevity and sustainability - no get rich quick schemes 

• Ethical and safe development that is eco-friendly  

• Don’t compromise Okanagan Syilx Title and Rights  

• Get input from the people in deciding what opportunities to pursue  

• Planning, studies required to ensure economic development is successful   

 

COMMUNITY VALUES AND COMMUNICATION PREFERENCES  

The respondents identified the following values as being most important to them:  

• protection of OKIB lands, water and resources (60%) 

• financial security of individuals and community (36%) 

• access to OKIB lands for hunting, recreation and other purposes (34%) 

In terms of communication methods, respondents preferred the following:  

• Social media (64%) 

• Senk’lip Newsletter (62%) 

• email (51%) 

 
PREFERRED SECTORS AND BUSINESSES  

Respondents identified the following preferred sectors for development on reserve and within the broader 

territory:  

On-reserve:   

Highest supported on reserve  Lowest supported on reserve  

• Renewable/clean energy (86% support) 

• Recreation and tourism (84% support) 

• Technology /telecommunications (76% 

support).  

• Leased land for market housing (52%) 

• Commercial leases for institutions (52%). 

 

 

Territory: 

Highest supported territory   Lowest supported territory 

• Renewable/clean energy (81% support) 

• Recreation and tourism (78% support) 

• Technology /telecommunications (78% 

support). 

• agriculture/ranching (58%)  

• industrial manufacturing (58%) 
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SECTORS AND BUSINESSES TO AVOID 

Respondents named the following sectors and businesses that should be avoided altogether: 

• Businesses that would hurt the land, people, culture  

• Alcohol, prescription drugs, dispensaries   

• Natural resource extraction   

 

DETAILED SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESULTS  

The full survey report is approximately 80 pages in length with many repetitive comments. This summary 
presents the survey findings in a themed format. The comments contained in this summary were copied 
verbatim from the survey and have not been edited for grammar or spelling. For most survey questions, 
we have included a bulleted summary of the results, a visual graph, followed by related comments. For 
ease of reference, we have broken some comments down into three categories: supporting comments, 
opposing comments and neutral/other comments. Some comments are followed by a number in brackets. 
This represents the number of times a similar comment was made. Where possible, we have ordered the 
comments in descending order from the most frequently cited to the least frequently cited.    
 

1. Are you a registered member of OKIB? 

• 95% if respondents OKIB members (5 responses from non-members) 

o Comment: married in for many years 
 

2. Where do you currently live? 

81% of respondents (101 people) live on reserve   
 
Comments: 
 

• OKIB (56) 

• Vernon (10) 

• Duck Lake IR # 7 (4) 

• Head of the lake road (2)  

• Westbank (2)  

• Vernon IR #1 (1)  

• OKIB Armstrong (1)  

• Six Mile #1  

• T’it’q’et 

• Klan?Cat – across the lake  

• Kelowna  

• Neskonlith – Chase  

• Langley  

• Logan Lake  

• Nanaimo  

• Upper Nicola  

• Zapotlanejo, Jalisco, Mexico  

• United States 

• Calgary  

• Penticton  
 

 

3. How old are you?  
 

• Fairly even distribution of responses across all age groups. Six respondents under the age of 24  
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4. Are you a CP holder?  

• 55% of respondents are CP land holders 

 YES WHERE? 

OKIB 21 responses   

OKIB #1 27 responses  • Reserve #1 head of the Lake, Vernon  

OKIB #3,6 1 response  

Other  • Vernon (2)  

• Klans?cat Across the lake (1)  

• CP/OKIB/RL 

• OKIB Vernon (2)  

• OKIB Armstrong 

• We don’t own land only hold certificate of possession. 
Do not promote as landowners!! 

• Why does the queen claim my homelands???? 

 

5. Do you support OKIB pursuing business opportunities that bring economic benefit to the 
community?  
 

• 89% of respondents strongly or somewhat support pursuit of business opportunities that bring 

economic benefit to community; 8% not sure/neutral and 3% strongly or somewhat opposed  
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Comments: 
 

Supportive 
comments  

• If it helps the people [and community] I am all for it (16) 

• Employment and job experiences/opportunities (12) 

• Economic self sufficiency/sustainability (6)  

• Per capita with profit  

• Revenue to support community buildings (Band office / school)  

• Ecological and economical businesses with bylaws and restrictions that 
protect band members 

• Supportive of options of environmental or social detriment. Projects and 
development of land should not create any irreversible alterations to the 
land, water or ecosystems here. Would like to see more opportunists for our 
people to gain capacity in important roles - I would like to see more OKIB 
members as decision makers and experts, thinking beyond just trades or 
general labor and reception work. 

• Support, but economic benefit can be broad. What lands would be impacted 
as leases on band lands could create long term uses. how is the land going 
to balance sustainability for future uses and generations. If the planned land 
use is agreeable to our community I can agree. loss of lands, create adds to 
lands? The question is too broad. 

Opposing 
comments  

• It seems the same families are the ones that keep getting jobs. We should 
be training our younger ones to take positions in the band offices 

• Like what? Having foreign investors buy buildings on Reserve with Rental 
unites too expensive for membership to live in? 

Neutral/other 
comments  

• We need barter not dollar… this flat currency will not last forever. 

• To be better positioned to respond to the changes in the country's economy 
and ability to fund programs and how those changes affect the Band's ability 
to service its membership 

• We have very little going on 

• It depends on the benefits derived from the businesses and quality of life. 
The band's financial management needs to be improved to better manage 
money, however, the band does need better infrastructure for community 
members. 

• Population is expanding 
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6. Do you support economic development activities at Okanagan IR #1 

• 65% of respondents strongly support, 20% somewhat support, 9.5% neutral, 2.5% very opposed, 
1.6% somewhat opposed 

 

Comments: 
 

Supportive 
comments   

• Range land used for agriculture use as well as culturally significant areas (2) 

• Supportive to the community   

• Swan Lake/Across the Lake  

• Glen Emma and Goose Lake ranges   

• Should and can do better for community members  

• Areas where it is easily accessible 

• Should try to extend to Duck Lake area 

• Areas should be protected, no impact to water, no environmental harm, 
protect burial sites and cultural areas   

• Develop anywhere  

• Bessette property should be developed 

• All should be evaluated and planned [park lands]  

• Our own OKIB Museum, campground, tourism  

• Casino, Cannabis/Hemp, solar, wind power   

• Alexander property  

• land by Kingfisher boats/Kamloops road (8363) 

• Smitkin, (to a point)  

Opposing 
comments   

• Komasket Park should not be developed. It is one of our best green spaces   

• Our hunting and picking grounds, watershed areas   

• None 
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• The land where the band office built needs to be returned to the Brewer 
family. There was an agreement to return the land if it was not used for a 
school 

• There should not be any liquor stores  

• Residential areas, no loud industrial business, no heavy polluting businesses 

• Glen emma range and goose lake 

• NOT fuel storage 

• Supply and demand should be better understood in long term plans - if we 
keep this land as sacred and unscathed by capitalism as possible we will be 
wealthy beyond financial means. Long term plans should consider the fact 
that this land we are stewards of will be PRICELESS when the rest of the 
land mass is developed and expended of its 'resources'. Spending time on 
getting the rest of our unceded territories secured and seeking monetary 
damages in court for the usurped portions of our land 

• No tourism or tokenism our culture is not entertainment  

Neutral/other 
comments  

• Comprehensive Community Plans, Land Use Plans are imperative in 
supporting community support. What can support our community in 
development should be accounted. What is our current labour markets that 
can support, and how are we supporting our own human resource 
development. WE educate members and positions are not created for 
members but outside employees. 

• Gouse lake and Glenema range should be for all members not just ranchers- 
first get rid of unexpllded ordanances 

• Band land that is not CP is full of UXO’s 

• use the land the white people have then up... they leave buildings vacant i 
think its time they return to us as the rightful owners... 

 

7. In your opinion, what types of economic development activities are appropriate for Okanagan 
IR# 1 

 
Comments: 

• Tourism - cultural centre, museum, camping, recreation centre (18)  

• Cannabis/Hemp production/sales (13)  

• Retail – shopping mall, organic grocery store, pop-up shop, supermarket, coffee shop (12) 

• Education/Training (10)   

• Do not alter or harm the environment, eco friendly (9)  

• Gas station/convenience store (9)  

• Residential (9)  

• Casino/Hotel (9)   

• Restaurant/chain franchise/food – Starbucks, liquor (8)  

• Commercial (lease buildings, dentist office, post office, Ikea) (7)  

• Agriculture - livestock (deer), orchard, algae farm, gardens, organic (6)  

• Light Industrial – gravel pit, land development (6)  

• Transportation services/toll – garage, road services (6)  

• Outdoor recreation – biking, hiking, skate park, outdoor hokey rink  baseball/basketball, 
playground, boat rentals (6)  

• Energy – solar farm, wind farm (5)  

• Distillery/winery (4)  
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• All should be evaluated (4)  

• Support youth (4) 

• Manufacturing (3) 

• Cultural/creative space – theater, drive-in movie theater (3)  

• Forestry (2)   

• Technology (2)  

• Fitness centre  

• Land settlements / compensation for loss of land / tolls / taxation  

• Plant and bio diesel conversion plants  
 

8. Do you support economic development activities at Swan Lake IR #4 (i.e. near the Highway 
97/97A intersection north of Vernon)? 

• 71% of respondents strongly support, 16% somewhat support, 9% are neutral, 0% somewhat 
opposed, 3% very opposed  

 
 
Comments 
 

Supportive comments  • Build RV park and a 5-star hotel, casino (6) 

• Gas station that could be big enough for truckers to stay over night, have 
showers, laundry, restaurant. (4)  

• Developed it all, everything should be evaluated (3)  

• Should do more water activities like fishing, teaching, canoeing (2)  

• Recreation centre  

• Solar or wind farm   

• Elders talk about own museum for young people to learn from and be 
proud of ancestry 
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• Create jobs   

• High tech, corporate  

Opposing comments   • Nothing along water edge – protect habitat (3)  

• No industrial (2)  

• None it cannot be used for flat monetary purposes - endangered species 
live there... all pushed form other invasive species developments. (2) 

• Leave the land and let it heal – spicn and tuxtan-tules grow freely (2)  

• Not near the wetland area, range land (2)  

• Ecosystem for important plant – dogbane hemp/Indian hemp 

• Endangered/threatened species live in area (2)  

• Nothing residential 

• Protect wetlands don’t develop it  

• Remove billboards  

• How much money is the Band going to spend before it gets suitable for 
development  

Neutral/other 
comments  

• Provide a buffer on the Swan Lake side (300 ft buffer) (2)   

• As long as the environment/animals are safe and considered (2) 

• Community support for commercial development  

• Not that I am aware of but elder consultation and an environmental lens 
should be applied prior 

• You already decided 

 

9. In your opinion, what types of economic development activities are appropriate for Swan 
Lake IR #4? 

Comments  

• Gas station/Truck stop (38) 

• Retail/Commercial – chain coffee, strip mall, liquor store, convenience store, taxi, garage, 
cultural shop (29)  

• Hotels/Casino (23)  

• Tourism – camping, cultural (16)  

• Manufacturing/Light Industrial – wind or solar (14)  

• Cultural/Environmental (12)  

• Residential (11) 

• Band owned business/Self Supporting – meeting rooms, conference centre (10)  

• Recreation Centre – outdoor/indoor (9)  

• Agriculture – winery, hops, cannabis fruit stand (7)  

• Restaurant (4)  

• Anything would be better than letting it sit empty (7)  

• What are the options? 

• Has TSD studied the ecological impacts? Most of the land is marsh 
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10. Do you support economic development activates at Duck Lake IR #7 (i.e. near Lake Country)?  

• 62% of respondents strongly support, 15% somewhat support, 18% neutral/not sure, 2% 
somewhat opposed, 2% very opposed   

 
Comments  
 

Supportive comments • Gas station (3)  

• Commercial/Business Leases  (2)  

• Cultural/Museum (2)   

• Residential  

• Cannabis  

• Franchise  

• Casino  

• Recreation centre  

Opposing comments • too much has already been developed. It’s time we take property in 
town 

• Doesn’t benefit that band as a whole (2)  

• Protect shorelines and environment  

• No more settler residential areas   

• Sacred lands; area around cemetery, cultural sites  

• Only the CP holders will get rich as not much band lands left - 
limited access to remaining available land  

• Nothing should impact inherent rights  

• Cautious of unclean industrial 

• Less industrial – tourism 
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Neutral/other comments  • Address wildlife concerns and environmentally sensitive areas (4)  

• Evaluate everything   

• Consult with Elders  

• Plant trees  

• Self sufficiency  

• Set backs and standards required  

• CCP/LUP and other appropriate strategies to support community 
should determine development – not the benefit of outside 
business, consultants or third parties  

• Unclear on what land is available for development (3) 

• Tax non-members or a toll for travelling through jurisdiction land  

• I thought most of prime land was CP 

 

11. In your opinion, what types of economic development activities are appropriate for Duck lake 
IR #7?  

Comments:  

• Residential – apartments, low income, mobile park, student (20)  

• Retail/Commercial – mall, gift shop, fast food, flower shop, pet store, liquor store (18) 

• Industrial (14)  

• Hotel/Casino – AirBnB (8)  

• Agriculture – farming, winery, distillery cannabis, food processing plant (7)  

• Land/Business leases – non-western medical clinic (6)  

• Gas station/Truck stop – garage (6) 

• Tourism – cultural centre, museum, campground (6)  

• Anything (5)  

• Benefit for the community, lots of opportunity, central location (3)  

• Recreation – hiking, canoe, sportsplex (2)  

• Copywrite to the word ‘Okanagan’ 

• Franchise – food (2)  

• Sustainable development – animal sanctuary (2) 

• Manufacture  

 

12. Use the sliding scale to indicate how OKIB should respond to development activity within the 
Okanagan Territory. The left side of scale is more anti-development and the right side is more 
pro-development ( 

• 111 respondents answered this question and 16 skipped it.  

• The combined average of all responses resulted in a score of 65 indicating a slight preference 
towards economic development  
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13. What should be leveraged to build OKIB's economic capacity. Choose your top two from the 
list below. 
 

• The top three responses included skilled membership (54%), access to infrastructure (36%) and 
governance administrative capacity (31%)  

 

Comments  

• Make public any possible options that are presented. No income from all pot dispensaries is 
ludicrous. Appears no regulation at all 

• Increase capacity so I don't have to spend band $ being asked if I'm okay with having my 
INHERENT RIGHTS IMPACTED like in question #12. We shouldn't be asking our people if they 
support giving up rights. Just turn in your status card then - you always have to option to 
disenfranchise - you never have to impacted the inherent rights for those that would still like to live 
like sqilxw people. 

• CCP and LUP support development, including strategies on HR and Employment. 

• Land claims  

• Cannabis 

• Have band member check on Duck Lake more often. 

• Funds to support language, culture, education, Title and Rights  

• Support development and members – hiring band members  

• Young and well-educated people  

• Band owned training/equipment training  

• Adequate research for risk/benefit, background of individuals, approaching band with opportunities, 
development of relevant databases and data for decision making Regulate hunting  

• UXO’s need to be removed to develop land   
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14. Which community challenges could benefit most from economic development revenue? 
Choose your top 3 
 

• The top three responses included unemployment/poverty (63%), lack of housing (72%), lack of 
infrastructure (52%)  

 

Comments  

• Land claims  

• New school – fundraising was done in the past, but no school was built   

• All areas could benefit – provide confidence in the people  

• Youth and Elders, disabled   

• Per capita to all members  

• Off-reserve members  

• Land full of UXO’s 

• Governance  
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15. Do you believe that economic development can help solve the challenges noted above?  
 

• 88% of respondents strongly or somewhat agree, while 4% are neutral and 8% somewhat or 
strongly disagree  

 

 
Comments  

• Yes, less drama on the reservation. 

• You cannot eat money nor support infinite growth on a finite planet  

• Develop land for money to hand out will only make our people weaker. People have access to 
jobs, post secondary, infrastructure already. Mo' money mo' problems - sell our souls and see 
how that helps with addictions and access to culture/language. If all you hope for is our people to 
have jobs to be a cog and slave to this patriarchal-capitalization structure, then there are big 
issues to confront before using funds/breaking ground on projects. Start to indigenize this process 
and your own actions 

• The caveat is that a strong economic position that creates greater funding opportunities for the 
Health and Social Development department wouldn't matter if the H&SD didn't actually know how 
to best serve the community, utilize the resources to their greatest potential and 
attract/retain/develop qualified and effective staff 

• Other FN with strong Economic Development also has same social issues. Cultural identities, 
empowerment, inclusivity, health and wellness will increase benefit.   

• Ec Dev can be a tool and foundation to help solve challenges but not the only thing. There also 
needs to be a willingness to change and grow and adapt.  

• We’d have to see effectiveness  

• People choose their lifestyle, can't force them into anything (3) 

• Need more resources for all members / all ages (2)  

• Couldn’t solve all noted 
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16. In your opinion, what are the most important benefits of community economic development? 
 

• The top three responses included creating employment (61%), profit to enhance community 
programs and services (47%), generating profit for per capita distribution (35%)   

 

 
Comments  

• Community/individual pride   

• Title and Rights  

• Education  

• Culture of self sufficiency  

• Creating opportunities   

 

17. Are there any other community benefits or factors that should influence OKIB's business 
decisions? 
 

• 71 respondents answered this question and 56 skipped  

Comments  

• Opportunities that benefit all members 
o we have approximately 100+ 65 yrs plus membership we have hit our baby boom - need 

more services "Quality and Enhanced Services: for our elders. Need more replacement 
workers and more opportunities to work on OKIB lands.  

o quality of life  
o Equality and no nepotism  
o Poverty 
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o Housing, Elders housing, hospice   
o Education and training   
o Transportation  

 

• Longevity and sustainability   
o No get rich quick plans, rather informed and intentional development 
o community planning,  
o What is the Bands debt?  
o History what worked what didn’t, blend the past with future thinking   

 

• Ethical and safe development, eco-friendly  
o don't overlook the impacts to the land and water. 
o Salmon, animals   
o health and safety  
o forestry  

 

• Okanagan Syilx Title and Rights can't be forgotten 
o community pride,  
o unceded land  
o 100% owned and operated, no white people, no samas  
o I'd rather be poor with a strong heart and mind than to have money to give into 

conveniences that will put us all more turmoil. Start thinking we are getting somewhere - 
grinding to make pennies that will not last through the hard times when they hit. Go to the 
qwistn to sweat after asking your people if they are okay with impacting their inherent 
rights - take care of yourselves and do what it takes to indigenize these systems and 
processes even if you feel like a black sheep, we need to do better for the future. 
 

• More input from the people 
o youth and Elder input 
o Band members making decisions 
o listen to what people want  

 

• Other  
o Development/ Partnerships   
o CP land belongs to CP holders   
o UXO’s 

 

18. Do you see any disadvantages / downside of economic development? 
 

• 90 respondents answered this question and 37 skipped 

Comments  

• Several comments related to there being no disadvantage/downside (x30) 
 

• Impact on inherent rights / land / resources  
o money is temporary - sqilxw is forever… NO TREATIES, NO SELF GOVERNANCE 

FRAMEWORK AGREEMENTS, don't sell out 
o more population on reserve that are not band members. More traffic 
o too many white people on our land 
o loss of culture  
o loss of use for land in certain areas 
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o Not risking our current title and rights issues 
o Becoming like Westbank First Nations 

 

• Environment impacts 
o loss of habitat and destruction of the land 
o changes that are permanent or damage the environment or limit ability for future housing 
o environmental damage 
o pollution control 
o The natural environment gets interrupted or effected poorly 
o Warming climate, we need to look at this 
o We lost access to some of our natural timbers!! or endangered plants 
o Our beautiful landscape get ruined 

 

• Greed, nepotism, mismanagement of profits   
o only if poor are left behind  
o economy killing the planet 
o money wont get people back out on the land, money wont fix the suicide or 

addictions/opioid crisis 
o rich get richer, the poor get poorer 
o nepotism  
o many depending on how the community chooses to manage the gains 
o ungratefullness, jealousy, damned if you do, damned if you don't 
o shares with the band and using the money wisely 
o forgetting its for community not individuality 
o only white people profit so this doesn't really matter 
o we already are a minority on our lands as CP holders have rented out property to house 

non-band members- we are in a housing crisis @ OKIB. "Couch surfers" - homelessness 
and overcrowding in homes 

o OKIB will use investors to build - won't make it easy for low income people to live on 
reserve. Just sell out. 
 

• Ability to manage business / Operational capacity   
o Only taking too much time to move forward let's not take another 30 years making and 

unmaking progressive decisions 
o develop too fast, become like Westbank, no land for membership 
o possibly mis-management if not educated and experienced  
o lack of entering into a business without the necessary knowledge/skills to be successful  
o Wise decisions have to be made on the types of businesses that are pursued. 
o If done properly we as a band can maintain our inherent rights to the land. So this means 

not rushing into bad deals and ensuring we always go above the minimum standards for 
environmental protection. We should also ensure all steps are done properly and not cut 
corners to make a quick buck. 

o financial accountability, lack of human resources and employment strategies, lack of 
land, land of funding, only a few important examples 

o Finding a majority common ground to pursue opportunities and the rifts finding that 
ground can/will cause some membership could be considered a down side 

o Non hiring of band members 
o Database of socio-economic conditions 

 

• Community consultation and decision making  
o Yes when continually enter into a business the band knows nothing about 
o If some folks feel left out 
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o The news of upcoming events not passed onto some community members, not everyone 
has computers, phones. 

o We cannot make everyone happy, yet working for the long term & having a panel of 
elders, youth, different staff that can provide input because it's a challenge to know the 
impacts 
 

19. What do you value most from the list of topic below?  Choose your top 3. 
 

• The top three values chosen by respondents were: protection of OKIB lands, water and resources 
(60%), financial security of individuals and community (36%), and access to OKIB lands for 
hunting, recreation and other purposes (34%)  

  

Comments: 

• All of the above 

• All are interconnected   

• Community health and safety is obtained through connection to land and through our language 
and culture.  

• Peaceful enjoyment of lands - (lol, not in Duck Lake) /OKIB Title and Rights (I don't know enough)  

• Children need a school  
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• Peaceful enjoyment of lands  

• Economic development  

• Financial community goals  

 

20. How do you prefer to be informed about community economic development initiatives? 
Check all that apply: 
 

• Of the 123 respondents the top preferences included: social media (64%), Senk’lip Newsletter 
(62%) and email (51%) 

 

Comments: 

• Inform more than a month in advance, often get info to late (2)    

• “pirate” radio broadcast  

• Phone calls (2)  

• Mail (2)   

• As many forms as possible, not everyone uses technology  

• Don’t want to be informed, want to give free prior and informed consent through consultation 
process  

• One on Ones    

• Bulletin board  

• All of the above  
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21. Would you support OKIB's involvement in the following business opportunities on reserve? 
These are broad sector categories so please add detail in the comment section as required. 
 

• Of the 117 respondents the highest ranked business sectors included: renewable/clean energy 
(86% support), recreation and tourism (84% support), technology /telecommunications (76% 
support). The least supported opportunities included Leased land for market housing (52%) and 
Commercial leases for institutions (52%). 

 
Comments  

• Forestry, sustainable (7) 

• Hotel/Casino (3)  

• Housing, affordable (3)  

• Food security (2)  

• Clean energy (2)  

• Recreation/Tourism (2)  

• Secure the land to get better contracts (2)  

• Cannabis/Hemp (2)  

• Industrial, light (2)  

• Removal of UXO’s 

• Agriculture  
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• Tech – own radio station  

• Educational institution  

• Indigenous restaurant  

• Not enough infrastructure to support further development on-reserve  

• I think bench marking other successful First Nations is necessary to avoid risk 

• I believe we could be as well off as Osoyoos Indian Band as our assets are similar  

• Leased land  

• Remove old cars from lots, make bylaw  

• Forestry should not be included  

• No more land should be developed on Reserve, we do not have the infrastructure to support 
these plus we need to hold beach owners accountable for their renters polluting our waters 

 

22. Would you support OKIB's involvement in the following business opportunities in the OKIB 
territory (off-reserve)? These are broad sector categories so please add detail in the comment 
section as required.  
 

• Of the 113 respondents the highest ranked business sectors included: renewable/clean energy 
(81% support), recreation and tourism (78% support), technology /telecommunications (78% 
support). The least supported options included agriculture/ranching (58%) and industrial 
manufacturing (58%). 
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Comments  

• Land claims, no such thing as “off-reserve” (2)  

• Protect Title and Rights, environment (3)   

• Develop on-reserve before moving to off reserve development  

• Food security and clean water  

• Sustainability of lands and resources  

• Recreation 

• Museum  

• Create income and employment for community  

• Partnership  

• Agriculture, organic garden  

• Tech, own radio show  

• Retail, indigenous restaurant, trading post    

 

23. Are there certain businesses or economic opportunities that should be avoided by OKIB 
altogether?  
 

• 77 respondents answered this question and 50 skipped it 
 
Comments  
 

• Businesses that would hurt the land, people, culture (17) 

• No, not enough information (12)   

• Alcohol, prescription drugs, dispensaries (8)  

• Natural resource extraction (5)  

• Agriculture, ranching, sheep farm (4)  

• Residential, leasing housing (3)  

• Land leasing (3)  

• Tourism/Tokenism, cultural damage (2)  

• Any business with limited or no knowledge, boom-bust (2)  

• Prisons (2)  

• Anything to do with the government  

• Casinos  

• Fast food   

• Overdevelopment  

 

24. Would you like to be added to a contact list to receive updates about OKIB's economic 
development activities? If yes, please use the prize ballot survey link to provide your email 
address. 
 

• Of the 62 respondents 66% of them (41 people) would like to be added to the contact list to 
receive updates  

 
Comments  

• OKIB members should be involved front and centre of developments on our lands. OKIB is best 
source to know what we want for our community  
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25. Please provide any further comments and select the DONE button below to save your survey 
response. You will then be presented with a link to complete the prize ballot.   

 
Comments  
 

• Hope for success as community moves forward towards economic development (3)   

• Don’t trade people for trinkets  

• Wish to see report that is developed so community knows what is going on and see direct quotes 
on how Economic Development Plan aligns with UNDRIP with measurable outcomes  

• Need to consider off-reserve opportunities as well  

• There's a lot of good parcels of land that can be put to use to build a great economic 
development!  

• I am really excited about this and I hope to be a part of the bright future. 
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Appendix C 

Economic 

Development 

Responsibilities 

Matrix 

 



 OKIB COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX  

Version 2 - Last revised May 11, 2020 
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1. Identify economic development opportunity  
R - R R R - 

2. Initiate preliminary discussion on opportunity at Directors 
Meeting R - R R - - 

3. Use worksheet to document economic or business concept 
for presentation to Council  C - C R - - 

4. Present economic or business concept to Council for 
consideration  C I C R - - 

5. Decide whether to pursue opportunity and provide 
direction on how the community will be engaged per the 
GFA and OKIB community consultation policies 

I -I I I A - 

6. Conduct community consultation to assess community 
support and gather information to make decision  R I I R I C 

7. Report to Council with recommendations based on 
community consultation  I I I R C - 

8. Report to Holdings Board with business development 
recommendations  R C I I - - 

9. Report to Council with business development 
recommendations based on community consultation  C R I I - - 

10. Decide whether the business or economic development 
opportunity will proceed as recommended  I I I I A - 

11. Community notified of economic and business 
development decisions 

I I I R C I 

 

R 
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE (the group(s) assigned to the do the work) 
 

A 
WHO IS ACCOUNTABLE (the group(s) who makes the final decision has ultimate ownership) 
 

C 
WHO IS CONSULTED (the group(s) who must be consulted before a decision or action is taken) 
 

I 
WHO IS INFORMED (the group(s) who must be informed that a decision or action has been taken) 
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Appendix D 

Economic 

Development 

Process Map 



Okanagan Indian Band Council

Okanagan Indian Band Group of Companies (OKIBGC) 

OKIB Staff   

Economic Development Committee 

Community Engagement

*Committee meets minimum of quarterly and as required to develop concepts for presentation to Council

OKIB ECONOMIC & BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Step 1
Potential economic opportunities discussed informally at monthly Directors meetings

Step 2
Committee completes economic opportunity worksheet to document concept

Step 3
Committee presents economic opportunity to Council

Step 4
Council decides to abandon opportunity or assigns responsibility to OKIBGC or staff to pursue further

Step 5 (a)
OKIB Committee staff assigned 

to explore
economic opportunities

Step 5 (b)
OKIBGC assigned to explore

business opportunities

Step 6 
Community engagement occurs 

as per OKIB policies

Step 7 (a)
Committee report to Council 

with recommendations

Step 7 (b)
OKIBGC prepares business plan 

for Holdings Board

Step 8 (b)
Holdings Board report to 

Council with recommendations

Step 10
Community notified of  Council 

decisions

Step 9
Council makes final decision

Step 8 (a)
Council makes final decision 
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Appendix E 

 

Economic Concept 

Worksheets 



BUSINESS CONCEPT WORKSHEET  

 

P a g e  | 1 

Date:            

Name of Opportunity                

Prepared by:               

 
1. Purpose of the business including goods and services to be offered     
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
               

 
 

2. Market for the goods and services to be offered including target consumers and 
competitors             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
               

 

3. Estimate of financial resources and capital required to establish and sustain the business 
for the first five years and potential financing strategies to acquire those financial resources 
or potential sources for the capital required, including, where applicable, potential business 
partners              
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

 

 



BUSINESS CONCEPT WORKSHEET  

 

P a g e  | 2 

4. Overview of the possible risks facing the business and possible action that could be taken 
to mitigate risks           
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
               
 

5. An overview of potential employment, training and contracting opportunities for OKIB 
members in the business           
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

 

6. the potential location of the business         
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
               

 

7. Other factors to consider           
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
               



OKIB ECONOMIC CONCEPT WORKSHEET 

 

P a g e  | 1 

Date:            

Name of Opportunity              

Prepared by:               

 
1. Description of the Opportunity           
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
               

 
 
2.  Summary of Economic and/or Employment Benefits        
             
             
             
             
             
             
             

               
 
 
3.  Impacted Parties (internal / external)           
             
             
             
             
             
             
             

               
 
 
4. Timeline / Schedule             
             
             
             
             

              

5. Estimate of resources (financial, human, other) required by OKIB to advance the 
opportunity              



OKIB ECONOMIC CONCEPT WORKSHEET 

 

P a g e  | 2 

             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

 

6. Overview of the possible risks and possible action that could be taken to mitigate risks 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
               
 

6. Geographic location / considerations         
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
               

 

7. Other factors to consider           
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Appendix F 

 

Economic 

Development 

Decision Criteria  



VALUES-BASED DECISION FILTER  

 

P a g e  | 1 

Date:            

Opportunity presented to Committee by:            

Location of Opportunity:            

Type of Opportunity:    

o OKIB owned 
business 

o Member- 
owned 
business 

o Joint 
venture / 
partnership 

o Lands-related 
opportunity - 
Agreements 

o Fee for 
Service 
opportunity  

o Investment 
opportunity 

o Other  

 
Description of Opportunity   

             
             
             
               
 

Evaluation Criteria 

 
Level of 
Impact  
(H M L) 

 

 
Description of 

impacts 

 
Level of 

Community 
Input (H M L) 

Additional 
Information 

Required 

Land and Environmental Impacts 

Title and Rights    
  

Culturally Significant 
Sites 

   
 

Fish or Wildlife 
Habitat   

    
  

Plant and vegetation       

Surface water         

Groundwater       

Air quality        
  

Clean energy      

Greenhouse gas 
emissions 

   
  

Noise         

Other environmental 
impacts 

   
  

Community Impacts 
Cultural values and 
traditions  

   
  

Infrastructure    
  

Food security    
 

Housing       

Education    
 

Health/Wellness 
 

   
 



VALUES-BASED DECISION FILTER  

 

P a g e  | 2 

Evaluation Criteria 

 
Level of 
Impact  
(H M L) 

 

 
Description of 

impacts 

 
Level of 

Community 
Input (H M L) 

Additional 
Information 

Required 

Income/Economic Potential 

Short-term 
employment 
opportunities   

   

  

Long-term 
employment 
opportunities   

   

  

Capacity / skills 
development 
opportunities 

   

  

Sub-contracting 
opportunities  

   

 

Reduced costs/fees 
for members / OKIB 

   

 

Diversifies revenue 
stream  

   

 

Income equality 
amongst Membership 

   

  

Competition with 
Member-businesses 

   

 

Entrepreneurial 
opportunity/capacity 

   

  

Other Impacts to Consider 
      

     

      

     

     

 

Recommendations    
o  Additional information requested   
o  Economic Development opportunity for Committee to pursue   
o  Business opportunity for OKIB Group of Companies to pursue   
o  Committee Resolution directing OKIBGC to proceed with concept study 
o  Level of community participation recommended:   inform    consult/collaborate    empower  

             
             
               
 

Evaluation Completed by (names of each individual):         
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Appendix G 

 

OKIB Demographic 

Information  
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Historic Population Data 

Historic Population Growth 

Year Total On-Reserve Off-Reserve 

1995 1,483 741 742 

2000 1,589 835 754 

2005 1,708 882 826 

2010 1,800 895 905 

2015 1,983 903 1,080 

2019 2,057 909 1,148 

2020 INSTAT Data 

 

Historic Age Demographics 

Year Age Groups Total On-Reserve Off-Reserve 

1995 All ages 1,483 741 742 

0-14  406 223 183 

15-24  236 122 114 

25-44  511 227 284 

45-64  256 126 130 

65 + 74 43 31 

2000 All ages 1,589 835 754 

0-14  368 225 143 

15-24  258 143 115 

25-44  521 241 280 

45-64  339 171 168 

65 + 103 55 48 

2005 All ages 1,708 882 826 

0-14  328 189 139 

15-24  308 166 142 

25-44  516 240 276 

45-64  421 212 209 

65 + 135 75 60 

2010 All ages 1,800 895 905 

0-14  307 187 120 

15-24  292 160 132 

25-44  506 201 305 

45-64  508 249 259 

65 + 187 98 89 

2015 All ages 1,983 903 1,080 

0-14  323 149 174 

15-24  280 135 145 

25-44  574 240 334 
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Year Age Groups Total On-Reserve Off-Reserve 

45-64  566 256 310 

65 + 240 123 117 

2019 All ages 2,057 909 1,148 

0-14  279 127 152 

15-24  263 126 137 

25-44  624 264 360 

45-64  569 240 329 

65 + 322 152 170 

2020 INSTAT Data 

 

Membership Demographic Breakdown 

Age Group Total Population % On-Reserve % Off-Reserve % 

All ages 2,057  909  1,148  

0-14 279 14% 127 14% 152 13% 

15-24 263 13% 126 14% 137 12% 

25-44 624 30% 264 29% 360 31% 

45-64 569 28% 240 26% 329 29% 

65 + 322 16% 152 17% 170 15% 

 

Reserve Population and Age 

 Population in Private 

Households 

Average Age Median Age 

Okanagan IR 1 2,870 56.2 62.7 

Otter Lake IR 2 N/A N/A N/A 

Harris IR 3 N/A N/A N/A 

Swan Lake IR 4 N/A N/A N/A 

Priest’s Valley IR 6 530 62.1 67.1 

Duck Lake IR 7 1,660 52.3 57.2 

2016 Stats Canada – 25% sample data 

 

Regional and Municipal Population's 

 Population Average Age Median Age 

North Okanagan  82,455 45.1 48.9 

District of Lake Country  12,725 41.9 44.4 

Total 95,180   

2016 Stats Canada – 25% sample data 
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OKIB reserve characteristics 

Reserve Size Characteristics 

Okanagan IR # 1 10,302 ha Borders Okanagan Lake 

Many residential communities for both members and non-

members 

All community facilities are located here 

Large amounts of CP land 

Otter Lake # 2 25 ha Borders Otter Lake 

Entire reserve is CP land 

Harris # 3 64.8 ha Located adjacent to the Township of Spallumcheen and the 

industrial park  

Entire reserve is CP land 

Swan Lake # 4 32.2 ha Located north of Swan Lake along Highway 97, north of Vernon 

All Band land 

Has lacked infrastructure servicing 

Priest’s Valley # 6 33.6 ha Located within the City of Vernon boundaries 

Mainly residential areas that are close to being fully developed 

Mainly CP land  

Small portion of Band land on the waterfront of Okanagan Lake 

Duck Lake # 7 179.2 ha Located within the northern portion of the City of Kelowna 

boundaries along Duck Lake  

Has access to Highway 97 

A number of mobile home parks have been developed on the 

land along with industrial development 

A portion of the land is part of a proposed land designation 

process 
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Appendix H 

Land Tenure Maps 
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